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a b s t r a c t

The spontaneous recognition of emotional states and personality traits of individuals has been puzzling
researchers for years whereas pertinent studies demonstrating the progress in the field, despite their
diversity, are still encouraging. This work surveys the most well-known research studies and the state-
of-the-art on affect recognition domain based on smartphone acquired data, namely smartphone embed-
ded sensors and smartphone usage. Inevitably, supplementary modalities employed in many eminent
studies are also reported here for the sake of completeness. Nevertheless, the intention of the survey is
threefold; firstly to document all the to-date relevant literature on affect recognition through smartphone
modalities, secondly to argue for the full potential of smartphone use in the inference of affect, and thirdly
to demonstrate the current research trends towards mobile affective computing.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, various mobile sensing applications demonstrate
the progress in Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) by exploit-
ing big data to measure and assess human-behavioural mod-
elling [1,2]. The continuous sensing of smartphone users and the
understanding of their interactions with others and the environ-
ment is exploited by the modern mobile sensing applications
to provide useful services concerning individual and community
wellbeing. This research area conceptualises the notions of mobile
affective sensing and computing [3,4] for which, during the past
decade, extensive and innovative research has commenced world-
wide. In the majority of the undertaken experiments the evolution
of smart devices, like smartphones, has been utilised so as to collect
data about their holders’ emotions, moods or sentiments, and to
model and classify user’s emotional, personality or psychological
states. In most of these cases, after extracting suitable features
from the sensor data, various machine-learning and data mining
techniques are applied to automatically recognise participants’
emotions; such as anger and happiness, mood; such as positive
and negative mood, or personality traits; such as neuroticism or
extraversion.

With regard to data diversity and size, data acquired through
smartphone sensors and utilities usually comes in high resolution
and spans over multiple modalities such as location, proximity
with other objects, collocationwith other devices, diversity of con-
tacts or touch behaviour. In addition, smartphone data collection
can be done on an unprecedented scale with millions of users
in parallel [5]. Given this sheer volume of affective data, many
computer scientists and clinical psychologists argue that affective
computing can alter the way modern psychology is performed
nowadays by inferring people’s emotions, moods or states and by
providing appropriate and timely interventions. As Miller states in
his manifesto [6]:

‘‘smartphones can be used in modern psychology as a research
method on its own, because they are ubiquitous, unobtrusive,
intimate, sensor rich, computationally powerful, and remotely
accessible and therefore they offer huge potential to gather
precise, objective, sustained, and ecologically valid data on the
real-world behaviours and experiences of millions of people,
without requiring them to come into labs’’.

1.1. Related research

Thus far, despite the remarkable progress in machine analysis
of human affect and the immense related body of literature, the
problem of recognition and understanding human behaviour and
affective status throughmachines remains complex and hard to be
tackled [7]. Apparently, the most prevailing research topics, occu-
pied the scientific community of affect recognition over the past
two decades, were the challenge of emotion recognition through
visual and audio stimuli and, consequently, the fusion of these two
modalities.

One well-known survey on video and audio affect recogni-
tion is conducted in [8] where its authors analysed past decade’s
efforts towards recognition of spontaneous affective expression
by using audio and visual information. Heretofore research in
emotion recognition based on speech and face expressions has
yielded overly fruitful results and inevitably, the majority of ex-
isting surveys concentrate on documenting these basic modalities
[9–16]. In addition to visual and audio, supplementary modalities

have been widely used to infer affect, such as physiological sig-
nals [17], text input [18,19], body gestures [20], keyboard strokes
andmousemovements [21] and touch behaviour [22,23]. Recently,
an overview of the state-of-the-art in audio-, visual- and textual-
based multimodal affect recognition has been conducted [24].

Concerning affect recognition studies based on data acquired
through smartphones, our research concluded that yet there are
not any comprehensive surveys to cover the full range of the
growing research efforts. Perhaps the most relevant work is the
one carried out by Shmueli et al. [25] where some of the perti-
nent studies regarding the use of smartphone data for detecting
users’ emotional states and personality traits are referenced, as
well as the one cited in [26] that lists some studies for automatic
personality recognition through smartphones. However, these re-
views are neither extensive nor in-depth, since their main focus
is, as long as the first is concerned, to survey recent advances in
computational approaches and to demonstrate how trust is an
important building block of computational social systems,whereas
as long as the latter is concerned, to review the relevant progress
on personality computing in general, and thus to indicatively list
some pertinent research works regarding personality recognition
through smartphone data.

Predicting users’ discrete and isolated emotional states by util-
ising smartphone capabilities has been the objective of a small
number of surveys. One such work concerning the emotional state
of happiness is referenced in [27] where its authors compiled a
survey of recent studies on happiness prediction by using smart-
phones and other intelligent devices, aiming at the better un-
derstanding of happiness determinants. Nevertheless, the survey
examines a single state, happiness, and does not thoroughly cover
all the studies performed for the full spectrum of human affective
domain. Furthermore, a brief overview of the latest researchworks
in the area of stress recognition can be found in both [28] and [29]
whose authors report recent efforts in detecting stress based on
data collected from smartphones. However, their works cover a
narrow picture of the affective domain and its pertinent studies
to date.

Notwithstanding the previous reviews, the current survey at-
tempts to enlighten readers inmobile affect recognition domain by
exploring and documenting the full spectrum of relevant research
works, something which, to the best of our knowledge, has not
been examined before. Beyond citing all the relevant research on
mobile affect recognition domain, the survey aims at exposing
the full potential of smartphone use in the inference of affect by
providing encouraging affect recognition results based on smart-
phone collected data. Last but not least, the survey contributes
in the dissemination of recent progress and radical developments
in the field by demonstrating the state-of-the-art and the current
research trends towards mobile affective computing.

1.2. Criteria for inclusion in the literature review

The literature review presented and discussed in this survey is
based on an extensive search for relevant papers that have been
published during the last 7 years, a period characterised with a
significant increase in research on affective computing through
smartphones and the evolution ofmobile sensing technologies. For
compiling the current survey, studies regarding the detection of
emotions, moods, personalities or other behavioural characteris-
tics, like wellbeing, based on smartphone derived data were taken
into account. In this regard, we have deliberately omitted the study
of methods which concentrate on the use of basic modalities and
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